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Summary chapter 6: New traditionalism

The new traditionalism, o the “reform of printing movement” was the response for the 
supposed lack of aesthetics and care for readability in the printed work made by composit-
ing machines in post-first-war England. If machine-composed text was never going to be as 
refined as hand composed text, new typefaces and new standards should be set to obtain 
at least “good machine work”, well executed, sober and useful.  

One of the earliest efforts made in that direction came with the “Imprint” a journal that 
brought the “Arts and Crafts” ideals to the printing trade and academics. At  publishing 
houses started raising awareness for the quality of their books and created had a new divi-
sion for their work. The typographer, someone interested in aesthetics and history,  would 
take care of the design of the book in the place of the master printer. 

Also type foundries started searching for “better quality” in their products, investing in the 
recreation of many16th century types for the new technologies.  Along with the revivals 
came a time for experimentation with the supposed “plainess” of machines; the Gill Sans, 
Times New Roman, Joanna and the London Underground letters were created on that era.

 As the figure of the typographer and the “new traditionalism” grew in England in the 
1930’s, more and more the standarts became a clean, historically coherent, sober type use 
and composition.  All of those ideals are very well summed up on Beatrice Waarde’s article 
“ Invisible typography” wich defended that typography should “not get in the way of the 
readeer and the text, but should be a transparent, civilizing container” 

A later opposal to the new traditionalism can be found in the new typography, which was 
quickly developing in the continent.

Question: 

Do you think that the typography principles defended by the new traditionalism is  still valid 
in our current context? Is typography always used best if it is “transparent”?


